
Cohomology of ategories and extensions of thegeneralized omplexes of groupsOlga Ziemia«skaJune 1, 2009We extend the well-known lassi�ation of extensions of groups with non-abeliankernel in terms of third and seond ohomolgy to the ase of the generalized groupomplexes, originally introdued by A. Hae�iger.A generalized omplex of groups or a twisted diagram of groups assings to everyobjet d of an indexing ategory D a group G(d) and to every morphism d −→ d0 ahomomorphism G(d) −→ G(d0), however it does not have to be ompletely funtorial- it preserves omposition only up to a ompatible family of inner automorphisms.An extension of twisted diagrams of groups is a surjetive homomorphism of twisteddiagrams of groups de�ned on the same ategory D. For example, the epimorphism ofgroups SL2Z ։ PSL2Z gives an extension of diagrams of groups
Z4 ← Z2 → Z6 ։ Z2 ← 1→ Z3Let Gr denote ategory of groups and Rep the ategory whose objets are groupsbut morphisms are representations i.e. Rep(G, H) := Hom(G, H)/ Inn(H). Then anytwisted diagram of groups F : D −→ Gr omposed with projetion Gr −→ Repgives a strit funtor D −→ Rep. We shall begin with a question when a funtor

F : D −→ Rep lifts to a twisted diagram of groups F : D −→ Gr and how many suhliftings exist? An answer will be given in terms of ohomology of the small ategory
D with oe�ients in ertain funtor to the ategory of abelian groups ZF : D −→ Ab.Preiselly, to every funtor F : D −→ Rep one assignes in a natural way an obstrutionelement o(F ) ∈ H3(D; ZF ) suh that o(F ) = 0 if and only if the funtor F has a liftingto a twisted diagram F : D −→ Gr. Moreover equivalene lasses of suh liftings arein bijetive orrespondene with elements of the group H2(D; ZF ).If D is a ategory de�ned by a group G then the above statement redues to thelassial ase of extensions of groups.To eah twisted diagram G : C −→ Gr one assoiates its lassifying ategory BCGequiped with a projetion funtor BCG −→ C.I will show that there is a natural bijetive orrespondene between equivalenelasses of epimorphisms G̃ −→ G of twisted diagrams of groups and twisted diagramsde�ned over the ategory BCG.Now, let G : C −→ Gr be a twisted diagram of groups and let N : BCG −→ Repbe a funtor. If an obstrution element o(N) ∈ H3(BCG; ZN) vanishes then there is anepimorphism G̃ −→ G suh that the orresponding twisted diagram BCG −→ Gr is alifting of N . Moreover, set of equivalene lasses of suh liftings is in natural bijetveorrespondene with elements of H2(BCG; ZN).1


